EFFICIENT &
ERGONOMIC PROCESSES
WITH MOTION-MINING®
Holistic analysis of
efficiency & ergonomics
Time saving due to automatic
recording & analysis
No integration into the
Operational IT necessary
Complete anonymization of
all employee data

MOTION-MINING®

The future of process analysis
The competence profile of humans is and will continue to be an essential and important competitive
factor for the optimization of production processes in industrial value creation. For this reason, it is
necessary to regularly analyze manual work processes with regard to efficiency and ergonomics.
However, traditional, manual work processes are often extremely difficult & very time-consuming to
analyze and optimize.
We, the MotionMiners, offer a simple solution for exactly this challenge:
With the help of Motion-Mining® technology, we can automatically and anonymously record manual
work processes and carefully evaluate and analyze the recorded data by applying artificial intelligence according to your individual demands and requirements.

What is Motion-Mining®?
To enable process analyses, the locations to be analyzed are equipped with beacons to allow indoor
localization of your employees. In addition to them
and if necessary vehicles and tools are equipped
with sensors for a defined measurement period to
record activities, operations and process steps.
After a measurement period of several weeks to
obtain a valid database, the data is analyzed using
highly specialized artificial intelligence. Individual
activities and process steps are displayed in our
MotionMiners Process Intelligence (MPI) in various
diagrams and heatmaps, which visualize e.g.
walking, waiting, or handling times.
In addition to efficiency analyses, ergonomic
evaluations (e.g. using the Key Indicator Method)
are also part of the analysis results. Based on this
data, optimization potentials in terms of process
efficiency and ergonomics can be identified in the
following.

MOTIONMINERS PROCESS INTELLIGENCE
Which offering suits your process environment?
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There are several ways to use Motion-Mining® technology for your site. On the one hand, you can fully rely
on the experience of our process engineers within the scope of our consulting project and specifically look at
the processes that have not yet been sufficiently analyzed. The combination of comprehensive evaluations by
our process engineers and the Motion-Mining® technology provides you with specific optimization potentials
and answers to your individual process questions.
On the other hand, the Motion-Mining® technology is available to you as a license package, consisting of
hardware and software components, for your own use. Your employees will be trained in the basics of the
technology and will thus be able to independently apply Motion-Mining® process analysis in your company,
evaluate data and derive optimization potentials.
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Our MPI is a global platform in which you can use
various Motion Mining® offerings.
With INSIGHTS you receive all data and facts about
your processes and uncover your individual optimization potentials.
The MPI is extended by our SOLUTIONS. Here you
will not only find a catalog of measures that will
help you to implement the optimization potentials.
You will also find technology providers who can actively support you in implementing these measures.
MotionMiners LABS is aimed specifically at teaching
and research institutions that want to teach their
students how to use new technologies.

Typical areas of application
Motion-Mining® technology can be used in many different areas and add value within different
processes:
•
•
•
•

Production
A-B-Tests
Goods Receipt
Storage

•
•
•
•

Picking
Cross-Docking
Outgoing Goods
Tugger Trains

•
•
•
•

In-house transport
Set-up
Packaging
And many more

Christian Fischhaber, Managing Director of ASM Logistics GmbH, assesses the project as follows:
„We are very satisfied with the work of MotionMiners. With their solutions, we succeeded in clearly visualizing suspected process gaps and waste. Especially the applicability without connection to the existing
IT structure has greatly simplified the implementation of the project for us.“

MOTIONMINERS CONSULTING

Customized process analyses to optimize your processes
Motion-Mining® enables automated and anonymized process analyses of manual processes, which serve
in particular to improve efficiency and ergonomics.
Since 2017, MotionMiners GmbH has been advising customers around the world who want to optimize
inefficient, manual work processes with new and advanced technologies, for example in logistics. Within
our consulting projects, you are always supported by our experienced process engineers and guided
through the project phases. You can see up close how Motion-Mining® technology is used, how a typical
on-site measurement works and how detailed the results of the analysis are in terms of optimization
potentials. With the help of Motion-Mining®, we can also identify process inefficiencies and ergonomically critical processes for you and show clear optimization potentials – the basis for this is valid data from
your process environment.

The advantages of our service
Motion-Mining® makes it possible to design operational process analyses of high quality. After the
analysis of your processes and the identification of
optimization measures using Motion-Mining®, we
are happy to support you in the planning and implementation of the identified measures upon request.
MotionMiners CONSULTING offers you many customizing options - you decide which individual key
indicators you would like to identify with the help
of our process analysis or whether, for example, a
WMS matching should take place.
Our service projects also offer companies a good
opportunity to get to know the Motion-Mining®
technology in more detail, so that they can then
carry out process analyses independently with the
help of MotionMiners INSIGHTS.

Project phases

No integration into the
operational IT necessary

Wide range of customizing
possibilities

Success measurement*

Presentation of
results

Offer

Preliminary

GDPR compliant
process analysis

Less time required due to fully
comprehensive process analysis
by MotionMiners

Measurement &
Analysis

Planning &
Implementation support*

*optional

MOTIONMINERS IN USE
Cooperation with Blumenbecker

As part of a CONSULTING project, Motion-Mining® was used to perform a process analysis within the logistics center of the wholesaler Blumenbecker. Using sensors and machine learning algorithms, the project
was completed in just two months from start to presentation of results.

4 employees participated in the
study per shift over one working
week

2 docking stations & 106
beacons were used and 85 relevant areas were defined

Up to 5.5 km of walking & 1,000
bending movements per shift
were recorded per employee

Evaluation of the project
In the course of a final presentation, impressive optimization possibilities with regard to efficiency and
ergonomics were shown using a variety of key figures, such as heat maps to illustrate the movements in the
warehouse and box plot diagrams to show the time shares of the activities on the picking tours. Through the
analysis, possible efficiency increases of up to 40% in individual areas and recommendations for reducing
bending movements could be worked out. Through the all-encompassing CONSULTING project, recommendations for action could be named directly, which should be implemented in the short term, medium term
or even long term.
Sebastian Rustige, Strategic Manager Central
Logistics at Blumenbecker, draws an absolutely positive conclusion after this project: „We are
thrilled by the very professional cooperation and
the acceptance by our works council as well as the
employees. The impressive results give us a very
good guideline for optimizing our processes. A real
competitive advantage, because we can now raise
unrecognized potentials and increase our efficiency
up to 40%. We can now also substantiate potential
improvements that have already been identified but
not yet implemented in terms of figures.“

MotionMiners CONSULTING successfully implemented by

MOTIONMINERS INSIGHTS

Independent process analyses with Motion-Mining®
MotionMiners INSIGHTS is the advanced development of our Motion-Mining® technology into a mobile
product solution. With the INSIGHTS component, you as a customer have the possibility to analyze your
manual process flows independently with regard to efficiency and ergonomics. With our technology, fully comprehensive Motion-Mining® projects can be implemented independently - from the process definition to the final evaluation and analysis of the measurement results.
At the same time, our flexible licensing model offers all options for the most diverse requirements and
use cases of our customers - regardless whether you are a corporate group, SME or consulting company.
As additional support for our INSIGHTS users, the Customer Success Team is available to answer any
questions.
Simple analysis with MotionMiners INSIGHTS
Each Motion-Mining® project is divided into six steps.
It starts with the layout definition, the creation of
process-specific measurement scenarios and the
identification of the work & functional areas to be
analyzed. Afterwards, the measurement data is recorded with the help of Motion-Mining® technology.
Hardware consisting of beacons, sensors and a
docking station is supplied and used for this purpose. Based on the process definitions, the collected
and uploaded measurement data is analyzed and
evaluated by the Motion-Mining® algorithm.
For each project, specific key indicators are summarized here and displayed through customizable visualizations. For instance, it is possible to use different
filters and select from different reporting and export
functions.
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With the help of Motion-Mining®, more than 60 different process key indicators can currently be evaluated
and displayed through various view and visualization options.
We also provide a direct link to our MotionMiners SOLUTIONS, where you can find the right optimization for
your individual problem through user-friendly filtering techniques, enabling you to optimize the potential for
improvement that has been uncovered.

s

MOTIONMINERS EXPERIENCE PACKAGE
Experience the world of Motion-Mining®

With our MotionMiners EXPERIENCE PACKAGE, we give you the opportunity to experience all the benefits of
our technology for yourself on a real process. With the assistance of our process experts, a suitable process is
selected in which, within a defined scope, a Motion-Mining® analysis is carried out. For this purpose, a oneday measurement of a manual work process is taken at your site in a real-life scenario.
The EXPERIENCE PACKAGE is ideal as a proof-of-value to test the technology, functionality and analytics of
MotionMiners INSIGHTS.

Day 1
Setup &
calibration of the system

Preparation
Kick-off workshop

Day 3
Dismantling & joint
dashboard evaluation

Completion
License MotionMiners
INSIGHTS

Follow-up
Licensing & implementation workshop
of MotionMiners INSIGHTS

Day 2
Process measurement

What our customers say!
„As a logistics service provider, we are constantly
looking for ways to further improve our processes. Motion-Mining® offers us an innovative
solution to automatically record and evaluate
our processes. Potential for improvement can
thus be uncovered in a new way. Over the past 12
months, it has literally been a journey with MotionMiners & their technology.“

„Schenker Deutschland AG was one of the first
users to successfully test the method using various use cases in warehouse logistics. The conclusion was: An important tool in our lean management portfolio with great further development
perspectives - We are looking forward to the new
releases and further joint projects in the future.
Enjoy Motion-Mining®!“

Theresa Teigelkamp & Julia Thun
Rhenus Logistics

Gerald Müller
Vice President of Industrial Engineering
Schenker AG

MotionMiners INSIGHTS successfully implemented by

MOTIONMINERS SOLUTIONS

The platform for finding solutions to industrial challenges
MotionMiners SOLUTIONS is a digital platform for planning and controlling process optimization projects
in the industry. Here, a precise networking of the supply and demand side, the supplier and the process
owner, is realized. The platform provides tailor-made product solutions and optimization approaches for
both already known and sometimes undiscovered problems. As a digital process consultant, the platform supports process engineers and planners in uncovering and quantifying potential improvements
in processes and finding suitable solutions. At the same time, MotionMiners SOLUTIONS offers suppliers
the opportunity to present themselves and their product solutions.
In the following, the structure of the platform is illustrated by means of an exemplary run:

The Landscape

MOTIONMINERS
PROCESS INTELLIGENCE



On the one hand, the platform offers the user the
possibility of individual exploration on the landscape page. On the other hand, the search for a suitable solution is simplified with the help of a targeted
filter function. For example, various possible solutions are shown for identified ergonomic stresses in
order to leverage the optimization potential behind
them.







   
  
  
  
  


























 
 
 








Linking problem & solution
The core of the platform is the linking of concrete problems with customized solutions and optimization approaches. The user selects a problem within the landscape page by clicking on it. Various possible solutions
are then displayed. For example, the landscape points out that high ergonomic loads often occur in order
picking and offers exoskeletons or job rotation as possible solutions. On the following solutions pages, the
solutions are presented specifically and pain points are listed that can be eliminated by a solution. These
are assigned to so-called hints, which can be used to verify whether a challenge actually exists and what
optimization potential is hidden behind it.

THE DIGITAL PROCESS CONSULTANT
Selection & comparison of suitable product solutions

In addition to providing assistance in selecting a suitable solution, the platform also offers support in
deciding on a specific product (offering). For this purpose, the solutions page compiles offering lists with
suitable products from various providers.
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The platform enables solution providers to offer
their products on offering pages and to provide key
indicators so that solution seekers can compare the
products with each other. This gives the solution
seeker the opportunity to find the right provider
for the specific challenge and to contact them with
concrete questions.
The platform accompanies the process owner as a
digital process consultant from the first intuition to
the concrete solution and implementation.

Linking MotionMiners SOLUTIONS & INSIGHTS
MotionMiners SOLUTIONS is not only to be considered as a stand-alone process consultant. Rather, it can
be simultaneously linked to MotionMiners INSIGHTS as an extension within the MotionMiners PROCESS
INTELLIGENCE.
On the one hand, the link makes it possible to quantify the pain points using your own process data. In
addition, challenges identified during the process analysis can be directly linked to concrete solutions.
You are a technology provider and would like to offer your solution
on MotionMiners SOLUTIONS?
Are you interested in using MotionMiners SOLUTIONS?
Then book an appointment with Sascha Kaczmarek, Co-Founder &
COO, now & secure a free trial.

MOTIONMINERS LABS

Motion-Mining® Technology for teaching & research purposes
Numerous teaching and research institutions nowadays have courses or lab environments in which new
technologies are made tangible in a practical way. Especially for teaching & research purposes at universities, technical colleges and research institutes, we have developed MotionMiners LABS - a solution that
enables our MPI to be experienced for non-commercial purposes.
The application areas of MotionMiners LABS range from production or logistics processes in laboratory
environments to research projects and dissertations to courses and theses, which can be enhanced with
it.

Practice-related research & teaching
MotionMiners LABS offers a hardware and software package especially for teaching and research
institutions with access to MotionMiners INSIGHTS,
where diverse process analyses, graphical evaluations and exports in various formats can be created.
In addition, the collected measurement data can
also be used within a program interface for further
processing. Included is a connection to a Jupyter
Notebook to generate additional evaluations with
your own programming code.

MOTIONMINERS
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Jupyter Notebooks are web-based documents for communication and performing interactive calculations.
Executable program code, outputs, explanatory texts, images as well as rich media presentations of objects
can be combined and are thereby ideally suited for a research-related use case.
The delivered hardware consists of measurement sets for a total of two employees, 25 beacons and 4 sensor
beacons as standard (this can be extended individually if required).
In addition to the hardware & software, MotionMiners LABS also includes a Motion-Mining® training, where
the users receive an introduction to the Motion-Mining® technology & Jupyter Notebook.

MOTIONMINERS LABS IN USE

Value added for every teaching & research institution
Due to the increasing digitalization in logistics, more data about work processes and material flows are
already available today. Prospective and experienced logistics, supply chain and production experts thus
have the opportunity to analyze their processes more efficiently. The integration of deep-tech analysis tools
(e.g. process mining) is gradually becoming state of the art in the industry.
For this reason, the Institute for Materials Handling & Logistics at the University of Stuttgart uses MotionMiners LABS as part of its courses and teaches students how to deal with digital and data-driven process
analyses. The use of modern and practical methods prepares them for the professional challenges of the
future.
The course is divided into three parts: In the first
part, students are taught about the topic of „DataDriven Process Analyses & Motion-Mining®“. This is
followed by two practical game rounds in the model
warehouse.
In the first round, two students are equipped with
the Motion-Mining® hardware and complete various picking orders in a deliberately non-optimized
process.
After capturing the process, the students analyze
the process with the help of MotionMiners LABS to
uncover optimization potentials and implement
them in the model warehouse. In a second round of
the game, the now optimized process is then analyzed again using Motion Mining® technology in order
to compare the key indicators and analysis results
afterwards.

Use Case
Analysis & optimization of the picking process in
several rounds of games with the aim of increasing efficiency.
Procedure:
• Round 1: As-is analysis of the inefficient process
• Workshop: Uncovering & implementing optimization potentials
• Round 2: Analysis of the optimized process,
Comparison of the scenarios

MotionMiners LABS successfully implemented by
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